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Abstract: In this work, the implementation, simulation and analysis of PID algorithms have been carried out; ap-
plied in a DC motor with brushes by means of a control system in a wireless network, where the network is part
of the closed control loop, using the protocol Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) for communication
between the broker and the plant. The performance of each of the control algorithm was evaluated through simu-
lations in the network, which allowed determining the dynamic response parameters of the system. With the data
obtained, the algorithms were implemented using a development tool based on the flow for visual programming,
with the purpose of controlling and monitoring wirelessly or even through a mobile device remotely in real time,
thus becoming an IoT application. Optimum performance is corroborated through communication and control
tests when the plant is subjected to disturbances.
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1 Introduction
Industry 4.0 contains numerous technologies and as-
sociated paradigms, such as Internet of things (IoT)
control through the cloud, artificial intelligence as de-
scribed in [1, 2]. The objective of Industry 4.0 is to
achieve a higher level of operational efficiency and
productivity, a higher level of automation, for which,
optimal control algorithms are needed, which allow
greater adaptation and human–machine interaction
(HMI) and automatic data communication. These
characteristics are not only highly correlated with
Internet of Things technologies and advanced algo-
rithms, in this work, it is proposed to implement PID
controller over a network, with the help of MATLAB
software and the True Time library, which allows sim-
ulation of the behavior of the dynamic system in the
network.

For the implementation ofWNCS, theMQTT pro-
tocol was used, which is defined as a lightweight mes-
saging protocol ideal for M2M scenarios [3], as well
as being an alternative for the output signal to con-
tinue without delay despite variations in the signal in-
put, such as: motor speed variation and data exchange
in real time, since it allows the implementation of dif-
ferent qualities of service that identify the loss of mes-
sages or duplication in them. In Section.4, the results
of the design of the system and the application of the
algorithms are presented, and finally, in Section. 5,

the results are analyzed to determine the conclusions

2 Background
In this work, the MQTT protocol was used, which
uses an editor-subscriber model, which has a low
overhead in the network, which allows its implemen-
tation in lowpower devices, such as microcontrollers
that could be used in remote IoT sensors. In addi-
tion to using the Mosquitto broker that is designed
to be used in all situations, where there is a need for
lightweight messaging, particularly on devices with
limited resources [4]. It is complemented together
with Node-RED, which is a flow-based open-source
development tool for the combination of IoT hard-
ware devices and online services developed by IBM
Emerging Technology.

In addition to being free and JavaScript-based, it
is built on the Node.js platform, which provides a
browser-based visual flow editor [5]. For the design
of the system, the broker that will be hosted on the
Raspberry Pi is used. It is a small computer, the size
of a credit card at a very low cost for any type of
project, and it can be used practically as a PC. The
software used in this card is open source, and it occu-
pies an operating system adapted from Debian, called
Raspbian, although the card can also work in other
operating systems, including version 10 of Windows
[6]. According to the aforementioned, it is summa-
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rized in wireless network control systems, based on
the study of control systems through wireless net-
works, dynamic control systems require communica-
tion between sensors and actuators; therefore, estab-
lish a closed loop control system that uses a wireless
network for the transmission of information [7]. It
should be taken into account that due to the differ-
ent failures that wireless networks present, the ap-
plication of feedback controllers is discussed, that is,
WNCS in the industrial field [8].

For PID control, there are several types of consid-
erations. Due to its simplicity, it is one of the most
used options at the moment in control applications,
and due to its three-parameter structure, it is consid-
ered to use the PID up or PID in parallel in this re-
search, since each action of the components that make
up the controller are separated in the equation to later
be added [9].

Understanding the alteration of each of the vari-
ables that make up the interior of the control process
in a system, reinforces control and solves the diffi-
culties of classical control theory [10], where its main
foundation is the analysis of input and output for dy-
namic systems with constant parameters. The state
space facilitates the understanding of the behavior of
one or more variables with a minimum amount of in-
formation in a given time, which allows forecasting
future instants in the behavior of the variables [11].

3 Simulation and Implementation

Methodology
In this identification and experimental modeling sec-
tion, you focus on the prototype shown in Figure (1).
It is built and instrumented with: encoder sensor for
speed measurement, the actuator, which is a brushed
motor and the control unit. Regarding the location of

Figure 1: Speed control system implemented.

the sensor, it must be in a place where the luminos-
ity has no influence so that the data acquisition is ob-
tained with the least amount of oscillations possible

and the control does not become complex. Method-
ologically, assuming the constant variation of PWM
to reach the maximum speed of the motor; the trans-
fer function of the plant is obtained; simulated using
MATLAB software to later discuss the performance
of the PID control in the DC motor through the im-
plemented IoT tools. The case of this system is to au-
tomatically control and compare the performance of
each applied algorithm.

3.1 Operation
To manage the process in the experimental prototype,
the ESP-8266 is used, which must be able to read the
message from the MQTT broker that is hosted on the
Raspberry Pi and then apply the PID controller that
must stabilize the plant speed on a local server. The
response time to any disturbance in the closedcircuit
must be minimal to stabilize the DC motor, since,
according to the result, the MQTT protocol used in
this research uses the Mosquitto corridor and the QoS
level 0, understood as theway ofmanaging robustness
to sendmessages to the client in case they are not pub-
lished and subscribed as a messaging service mecha-
nism [13]. It is an event-based architecture, so each
message is sent to the recipients who have subscribed
to a specific publication, the broker is in charge of dis-
tributing the messages to the recipient, in this case to
the engine. To install MQTT on a Raspberry Pi, you
must use a server widely known as Mosquitto [14]
(Figure (2)).

Figure 2: WNCS block diagram.

3.2 Implementation
With the help of the Arduino software, a sample of
PWM versus speed data is obtained, which will later
be entered in the Ident tool of MATLAB to find the
transfer function of the DC motor, as can be seen in
the Equation.1.

G(s) = 0.4745s2 + 1.071s+ 0.2813 (1)
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Once the transfer function has been obtained with
the assistance of the Node-RED tool, the PID con-
trol algorithm is carried out on our local server. For
the method of tuning the controller parameters kP , kI ,
and kD , the PID Tuner tool was used of theMATLAB
software that automatically calculates the controller
gains in order to offer a fast and stable response, ob-
taining values as shown in the Table.1.

Table 1: PID controller gains.

Gains Values
kP 0.24259
kI 0.093188
kD 0.15788

For the communication of the plant, the ESP8266
is programmed in Arduino, which is responsible for
sending the data obtained from the encoder sensor and
receiving the data to stabilize the speed at the set point
established in the PID controller. For verification pur-
poses, the simulation of the PID control loop was car-
ried out with the Simulink tool as shown in Figure.3

Once the physical connections of the plant have
been made, the local server is created. For this, the
Mosquitto Broker must be installed on the Raspberry
Pi single board computer, where the PID algorithm
will be applied.

As can be seen in Figure (4), using the Node-RED
software, we proceed to carry out the programming
of the PID algorithm that will be implemented in the
broker hosted on the raspberry Pi.

3.3 Results and Discussion

Once the controls have been simulated and imple-
mented in the local network, the following results are
presented: Fig. 50.6 shows the stabilization of the
simulated PID control signal in a local wireless net-
work, and Fig. 50.4 corrects the error in a time of 2.55
s. In Fig. 50.7, the performance of the PID control im-
plemented in a local wireless network is shown, where
by subjecting the system to a disturbance, it tends to
correct the error in a time of 4 s. The delay that occurs
in the PID control implemented in a practical way is
considerable compared to the one carried out in the
MATLAB Simulink simulation tool.

In turn, the network control may have a delay due
to the occupation of the channel of the devices con-
nected to it.

3.4 Conclusion

Through the design methodology used, it can be seen
throughout this work that, thanks to the analysis of the
technical aspects of the control systems, the effect of

Figure 3: PID control simulation in WNCS.

Figure 4: PID algorithm block code.

delay, channel occupancy and the programmed com-
munication protocol were evidenced. Controller such
as PID is applied for the manipulation of a DC motor,
observing the LQG control a fast response to distur-
bances or to the change of the set point is obtained by
58.85
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Figure 5: Simulated PID control in WNCS.

Figure 6: Real PID control implemented in WNCS.
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